
With Brexit, the chumocrats who drew borders from India to Ireland are getting a taste of
their own medicine.
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Describing Britain’s calamitous exit from its Indian empire in 1947, the novelist Paul Scott
wrote that in India the British “came to the end of themselves as they were” — that is, to the
end of their exalted idea about themselves. Scott was among those shocked by how hastily and
ruthlessly the British, who had ruled India for more than a century, condemned it to
fragmentation and anarchy; how Louis Mountbatten, accurately described by the right-wing
historian Andrew Roberts as a “mendacious, intellectually limited hustler,” came to preside, as
the last British viceroy of India, over the destiny of some 400 million people.

Britain’s rupture with the European Union is proving to be another act of moral dereliction by
the country’s rulers. The Brexiteers, pursuing a fantasy of imperial-era strength and self-
sufficiency, have repeatedly revealed their hubris, mulishness and ineptitude over the past two
years. Though originally a “Remainer,” Prime Minister Theresa May has matched their
arrogant obduracy, imposing a patently unworkable timetable of two years on Brexit and
laying down red lines that undermined negotiations with Brussels and doomed her deal to
resoundingly bipartisan rejection this week in Parliament.

Such a pattern of egotistic and destructive behavior by the British elite flabbergasts many
people today. But it was already manifest seven decades ago during Britain’s rash exit from
India.

From left seated at the table, Jawaharlal Nehru, vice president of India’s interim
government; Earl Mountbatten, viceroy of India; and Muhammad Ali Jinnah, president
of the Muslim League, discuss Britain’s plan for India, June 2, 1947.
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